AUSTIN TITLE

TECHNOLOGY
CINC PRO

CINC, (Commissions Inc), is the leading provider of web-based real estate
marketing and CRM software for elite agents and teams. (CRM = Customer
Relationship Management Software).
Developed by users, the CRM offers a dashboard so one can simply and
efficiently manage all leads from any source, includes communication tools to
keep you organized, web templates to drive leads, and many other features.

CINC PRO AGENT

The CINC Pro Agent Platform will be an introductory product to power small
agent teams with 3 or fewer employees who are not a good fit for the CINC Pro
platform. The immediate features are similar to CINC Pro with limitations on ad
spend, support, users, and overall functionality.
The Platform also serves as a client relationship manager from other sources.
The Agents can integrate their existing client contacts into the Platform and
integrate leads received from other sources such as Zillow. However, Agents are
limited to one free import and future imports are available for a fee.

SKYSLOPE

Everything You Need to Take Your TRANSACTIONS DIGITAL.
SkySlope is the industry standard for digital transaction management. We
understand that change is hard, that's why we are dedicated to getting your
brokerage up and running while tailoring our software to match your existing
workflow.

REAL GEEKS
Real Geeks is an "elite single agent solution", which is an all-in-one Real Estate Sales &
Marketing System. It includes an IDX Lead Generation Website, CRM, Automated SMS &
Texting, Automated Drip & E-Blasts, Market Reports, Lead Cultivation, Facebook Ad Tool,
Home Valuation Tool, and Marketing Services.

AUSTIN TITLE AGENT ONE
Austin Title Agent ONE is a Closing cost calculator app that gives users
access to county specific taxes, closing costs, and lender fees from
anywhere. It gives you the ability to run quick, easy, and accurate estimates
for your buyers and sellers and customize your closing costs, brand printouts
and emails with your photo/logo and use filters to post to social media.

AUSTINTITLE AGENT ONE

Austin Title Agent ONE includes 12 FREE calculators.

ZONABILITY
Zonability adds efficiency and innovation with its specialty data set focused on
real estate development. We use a patented method to standardize zoning and
future land use data ("pre-zoning") for American cities in order to offer our
clients a way to gain fresh insights.

ZONABILITY

We offer a national data set with select cities focused on change with a heavy
data offering in Texas. We can add cities for our clients in a matter of days. It can
be used with or without parcel boundary data.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THESE TOOLS CONTACT YOUR BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT REP

BREAKTHROUGHBROKER.COM
BreakthroughBroker.com is the country's largest free resource for real
estate professionals.The site offers free, easy-to-use resources such as
print marketing templates, pre-written and customizable prospecting
letters, monthly newsletters, customer presentations, business and
marketing plans, technology reviews, checklists, and hundreds of
downloads, all designed to help real estate agents sell more homes and
make more money.

COREFACT

Corefact provides agents with a complete print marketing center online. Just
Listed, Just Sold, Open House postcards and other best of class marketing
materials that are easily ordered online and branded with an agent's contact
information, photo, brokerage and more.
The unique Corefact Home Estimate and Map Card combination generate listing
leads, making Corefact the industries #1 lead generation system!

COREFACT ELITE

Corefact Elite is a 12 month automated farming solution to help promote
brand awareness and drive consistent marketing best practices. Corefact
Elite will be using their highest performing marketing pieces. This can save the
agent hours of work and put their marketing on “auto pilot”. The agent still
controls the process; but they gain a Corefact Elite marketing specialist that
will help with the campaign.
There are two (2) levels of service available.

LISTING PROMOTER

Listing Promoter is an easy-to-use, Web-based tool that provides a real
estate agent the opportunity to build a website for a client’s property,
using the property address as the site’s URL (i.e. 123MapleStreet.com).

REACH 150

Reach 150 provides Referral Management for Relationship Businesses.
With Reach 150, you can simply and systematically…Build referrals by making
it easy for your clients or agents to recommend you with no login,
Promote your reputation by automatically reminding your sphere of
influencers about your great work and nurture your clients by helping you stay
in touch with them at key milestones.

REACH 150 CORPORATE
BUSINESS PACKAGE
The Reach 150 Corporate Package provides Referral Management for
Relationship Businesses for large companies. This package is for large
companies both real estate and lending.
This package is bundle pricing designed for large corporate offices.

EC PURCHASING

EC Purchasing is a National Group Purchasing organization that helps our
members increase their profitability and reduce expenses on business
items they use everyday. By negotiating with well-known, national
suppliers, our members benefit from access to greater volume savings
and obtain discounts normally reserved for larger organizations.

IPX1031

IPX1031® focuses solely on 1031 tax deferred exchanges. The tax deferred
1031 exchange offers taxpayers one of the last great opportunities to build
wealth and save taxes. By completing an exchange, the Taxpayer
(“Exchanger”) can dispose of investment or business-use assets, acquire
Replacement Property and defer the tax that would ordinarily be due upon
the sale.

LISTING PROMOTER

